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1. INTRODUCTION 

The concept of group rings is a product of the theory of groups and rings. It came into existence for 
finding the properties of representations over rings, representations over fields of finite characteristic and 
over rings of algebraic integers that have very important applications in group theory, algebraic number 
theory and topology. Though the concept was introduced by Cayley in 1854, it was explicitly brought 
into working group by T.Molein which was later developed by Wedderburn. In 1920, Emmy Noether 
considered group representations as an illustration of her results on rings and modules. Her approach 
lead to the development of the representation group ring. Graham Higman had investigated and raised 
some open problems. The subject has gained more importance after the works of I.Connell and Lambek. 
This got completely progressed by the ardent works of Donald.S.Passman. With reference to his works, 
several books were published by A.A.Bovdi, Karpilovsky, Milies, Passi I.B.S, S.K.Sehgal and 
M.J.Taylor. 

In this paper we will have a look on the prerequisites to be known to study the group rings 
intensely. 

 

DEFINITION 2.1.  Given a ring R and a group G. We construct an R-module with the elements of 
G as a basis, using the operations of G and R to define a ring structure on it. This gives a group ring RG 
= {� =∑ ���∈� . �  / �� ∈  R} 
 
Here, only finitely many of  the  coefficients  ��  can  be nonzero. 
 

REMARK: 1. If the ring R in the above case is a field and G is multiplicative group, finite or infinite, 
we denote the group ring as R[G]. 
2. As, a field is commutative, R[G] can be regarded as group algebra of G over R. 
 

DEFINITION 2.2.    The sum of  two elements  in  R[G]  is  defined  as 
 

� + �  =   (∑ ���∈� . �)+(∑ ���∈� . �) 
=    ∑ (���∈� + ��). � 

where  �  =∑ ���∈� . �  ,  �  =∑ ���∈� . � 
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DEFINITION 2.3.   The  product  of  two  elements  in  R[G]  is  defined  as   
 

��  =      (∑ ���∈� . �)  (∑ ���∈� . �) 

                                                             =        ∑ �����,�∈� . �� 

                                                             =        ∑ ���∈� . �               for  �  =  ∑ ���∈� . �, �  = ∑ ���∈� . � 
 
where    ��  =       ∑ �����,���  

                   =      ∑ ��������    =     ∑ ��������  

 

 
REMARK:  

1) R[G] is a ring with the operations addition and multiplication defined as above. 
2) The identity in R[G] is 1= ��� where the coefficient corresponding to the identity element of 

the group is equal to 1�  and ��=0 for every other element x of G. 
 
 

DEFINITION 2.4.   The  scalar  multiplication  of  an  associative  R-algebra  is  defined  by  
 

��   =    �  (� ��

�∈�

. �) 

                                                                         =     ∑ (����∈� ). �   where  � = ∑ ���∈� . �    and  � ∈  R 
 

REMARK:  
1) With this scalar product R[G] becomes an R-module  
2) For x∈ �, we have 1.x ∈ �[�], so G ⊆ R[G] and therefore the elements of G form a basis. 
3)  � = �   if  and  only  if  ��= ��  for  all  x∈ � 

 

DEFINITION 2.5.   A group ring can also be defined as follows. A set of all functions 
 f: G→ R such that f(x) ≠ 0 for finitely many x∈ G with point wise addition and convolution as 
multiplication forms a group ring R[G] 
 
In this representation   � = ∑ ���∈� . �, only finitely many of  ��’s are nonzero. 
 

REMARK: If G is a semigroup then R[G] is a semigroup ring. 
 

 
DEFINITION 2.6.   The support of a group ring R[G] is given by the finite non zero coefficients of 
� in R[G]. 

i.e.  Supp(�) = {x∈G/ �� ≠ 0} 
 

DEFINITION 2.7.   An anti automorphism on R[G] is a bijective anti homomorphism which 
reverses its multiplication. 
 

 
DEFINITION 2.8.   A map *: R→ R of a ring R is called an involution if it is an anti isomorphism of 
R and is its own inverse. 
 

 
REMARK:   The basic property of group rings is their right and left symmetry. 
 

 
DEFINITION 2.9.   If R[�] is a polynomial ring in variable �. Then there is a natural mapping 
R[�] →  R[�]  given by � →x which is an epimorphism whose kernel is (1→ ��), the principal ideal 
generated by 1→ ��  
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REMARK: It is clear that   R[�] (1 − ��)⁄   ≅R[G] 
 
 
 
PROPOSTION 2.10.   Let f: G → H be group homomorphism. Then there exists a unique 
homomorphism  �∗ : R[G]→ R[H] such that  
 

�∗(∑ ���∈� �)= ∑ ���∈� �(�) 
If f is injective then �∗ is also injective and therefore R[H] can be treated as subring of R[G] 
 

 
DEFINITION 2.11.   The homomorphism �: R[G] → R given by 
 �(∑ ���∈� �) = ∑ ���∈�  is called augmentation mapping of R[G] and its kernel is given as  
�(R[G]) = { ∑ ���∈� �/ ∑ ���∈� = 0} which is called an augmentation ideal of R[G] 
 

 
REMARK:  As, R is a field, the augmentation  ideal  is clearly maximal. 
 

 
DEFINITION 2.12.   Let G be an abelian group then the subgroup T(G)={ x�G/ O(x)<∞} is called 
the torsion subgroup of G. If  T(G)= {1} then G is torsion free group. 
 
Example:  (Z,+) is a torsion free group. 
 

 
PROPOSITION 2.13.   If H is a normal subgroup of G then �H is a two sided ideal of R[G] and  
�[�] �H⁄ ≅ R[G/H] 
 

PROOF:   Let H ⊲ G 
Then G/H is a group and  ∅ : G →G/H is a group homomorphism. Then by Proposition ∅ : G →G/H 
gives rise to a ring homomorphism  ∅∗: R[G] → R[G/H] 
We prove Ker (∅∗) = �H 
Let S= { ℎ� }�∈� be a complete set of left transversals of H in G 
Assume the identity element of G is the coset representative of H in S 
Therefore every element x of G can be written as x =  ℎ�  ��  with  ℎ� ∈S and  �� ∈H 

Let � = ∑ ���∈� . � ∈R[G] 
Then � = ∑ ����,�  ℎ�  ��  where ��� ∈ R,  ℎ� ∈S and  �� ∈H 

Consider ∅∗(�) = ∑ ∑ �����  ℎ�  �� � = ∑ (∑ �����  )ℎ� �    

Then � ∈ Ker (∅∗) if and only if ∑ ���� = 0 ∀ i∈ I 

So if � ∈ Ker (∅∗) we can write ∑ ����,�  ℎ�  �� = ∑ ����,�  ℎ�  �� - ∑ (∑ �����  )ℎ�  

                                                                           = ∑ ����,�  ℎ� ( �� − 1) ∈ �H 
 
Thus Ker(∅∗) ⊂ �H and �H ⊂ Ker(∅∗) is clear 
Therefore Ker(∅∗) = �H 
Therefore �H is a two sided ideal of R[G] 
Since ∅ is an epimorphism, by Proposition [2.10] ∅∗ is also an epimorphism. Then by first 
isomorphism theorem, we have �[�] �H⁄ ≅ R[G/H] 
 

 
 
DEFINITION 2.14.   An element ‘a’ of a ring R is called invertible (unit) if there exists an element 
��� ∈R such that a. ��� = ���.a = 1 
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DEFINITION 2.15.   The group of units in R is given by E(R) = {a ∈R/ a is invertible} 

 
 
 
DEFINITION 2.16.   The action of G on R[G] is given by conjugation is explained by defining  
  
�: R[G] → R[G] by �� = ����� 
 
Then  (� + �)� =  ���(� + �)� 
                           =  ���(�)�  +  ���(�)� 
                           =  ��+  �� 
and    (��)�  =      ���(��)� 
                      =  (���(�)�)  (  ���(�)�) 
                      =    ���� 
 

 
DEFINITION  2.17.    Subset A of  �[�] is said to be  G- invariant  if  �� = �, ∀� ∈ � 
In  particular  if   H⊲G,  then  �[�]  is G- invariant and if  I is ideal of R[G]  then I is  G- invariant. 
 
 

DEFINITION 2.18.   A ring with multiplicative identity is called a unital ring 
 
 

DEFINITION 2.19.   An idempotent e is an element x∈ R such that ��= e. 
 
 
REMARK: 

1) If e is an idempotent so are its conjugates i.e. (�−1��)
�
= ����� 

2) Here x is a unit 

3) �� = 1-e is also an idempotent 

4) ���=��e= 0 

5) 0,1 are the trivial idempotents which exist in every unital ring  
 

CONJECTURE.   A group ring R[G] has no non trivial idempotents 
 

 

DEFINITION 2.20.   Non zero elements a, b of a ring R are called zero divisors if ab=0 
 
LEMMA 2.21:   Let H be a subgroup of G and let �� R[H]. Then � is invertible in R[H] if and only 
if it is invertible in R[G]. Moreover � is a right or left zero divisor in R[H] if and only if it is a right or 
left zero divisor in R[G] 
 

PROOF:   Clearly R[H] ⊂ R[G] and so the basic property of � in R[H] is the same in R[G] 
Conversely suppose � is invertible in R[G] so there exists � ∈ R[G] 
with � �=1= � � 
 
Then by Propostion [2.10], ��(�) = �(��) 
                                              = �(1) 
                                              = 1 
and �(�) � = �(��) 
                    = �(1) 
                    = 1 
Thus ��� = �(�)� R[H] 
If �� = 0 for some �� R[G] and � ≠0 then choose x∈ G with 1∈ Supp (��) as � (��) = 0 
We have ��(��) =  �(��x)  
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                              =  �(0)  
                              =  0 
and �(��) ≠ 0 because 1∈ Supp(�x) 
 

DEFINITION  2. 22.   A linear functional tr: R[G]→R which we call the trace takes the element 
 � = ∑ ���∈� . � ∈ R[G] to ��, the coefficicent of the group identity element 1∈ G 
 

REMARK:  The nonzero elements of R is given by  ��  = {�� ∈ �/ �� ≠0} 
 

DEFINITION  2. 23.   Let R be a field  and  G  be  a  multiplicative  group as seen before. Then a 
twisted group ring  ��[�] of  G  over  R is obtained by twisting done on the function � : G × G → �� . 
It is an associative R-algebra with the basis {�̅/� ∈ �} where the multiplication is defined 
distributively. 
i.e.  for all x, y∈ G,   �̅�� = �(�, �)�����,  where  �(x,y)∈ ��  ----------------   (*) 
   
Clearly 1∈ �� so, for all x, y ∈G, �(�, �)=1 and when �(�, �)=1, ��[�]=R[G] 
        

REMARK:    
 1. G  is  not  embedded  naturally  in  ��[�]  as,  the  map  G →  ��[�]  given  by  x→ �̅    is  not  a  
multiplicative  homomorphism.   
2. If  H  is  a  subgroup  of  G,  then  the  R-Linear  span  of  {ℎ�/ h∈ �}  is  a  twisted group ring of  H 
over  R, where  the  twisting of ��[�]  is the  restriction  of  the  function  �  to  H x H. 
3. If  H ⊲  G,  there  is  no  obvious  homomorphism  from  ��[�]  to  some  twisted  group ring  of  
G/H. 
 
 
LEMMA 2.24:   The  following  relations  hold  in  ��[�] 

i) 1=�(1,1)��1� 
ii) For  all  x∈ �, 

��������  =  �(�, ���)���(1,1)���������� = �(���, �)���(1,1)���������� 
Thus  we  see  that  ��[�]  has  an  identity  element  and  that  the  elements  �̅ ∈ ��[�]  are  all  units. 

 
PROOF:   For  x, y, z  ∈ �  the  associativity condition  is  equivalent  to   
                    (�̅��) �̅  =  �̅ (���̅  ) 
               ⇒ �(�, �) z �(��, �) =  �(�, �) z �(�, �z) 
Putting  y=1 in  the  above  equation   
                    �(�, 1)  �(�, �)  =  �(1, �)  �(�, �) 
                                  �(�, 1) =  �(1, �)   
So  �(�, 1)  =  �(1, �)  =  �(1, 1) 
Therefore   by (*) 
     �(1, 1)��  1�  is the identity element for R[G] 
Now by (*) 

     �(���, �)��  �(1, 1)  ��������  is a  left  inverse  of  �̅  and   

     �(�, ���)��  �(1, 1)   ��������  is a  right  inverse  for  �̅ 

     Thus  �̅ is invertible and  �������� is  equal  to  both  of  these  expressions. 
 

 
REMARK:    �: R[G] → R[G/H] is given by � (∑ ���) = ∑ ���̅ where �̅ = xH is the image of x in  
G/H 
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I. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper we gave the very basic definition of structure of a group ring, how addition and 
multiplication and scalar product is defined in a group ring, R[G]. We dealt with the properties of group 
rings in consideration with those of in the rings and groups. We have seen about the augmentation ideal 
of a group ring, G- invariance of R[G] and R[H]. We have seen the definitions of zero divisors and  a 
conjecture of idempotents  in group rings.  
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